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August Meeting
Demo
The August meeting demonstrator will be Ray Sandusky. He
will be demonstrating how he
turns finials for box tops, lidded
vessels and Christmas ornaments.
He will discuss the tools and
techniques he uses to produce the
finials that can be seen on many
of his vessels. Included in the
demo will be discussion on use
of the skew, spindle gouge, sand
paper and finishing options.

Well, here it is the last newsletter
before the TAW's 18th Annual
Sympoium! There is still plenty
of things to do and plenty of
hands needed to help us pull this
off with success!
In the next few weeks some of us
will be in the middle of a flurry of
activity with the ain at making
this the best symposium yet!
There are a few areas where we
still need your involvement. First,
there will be an auction after our
Saturday evening banquet. This
auction will only be a success i f
you donate items to be auctioned.
So, bring those turned items, useful tools and other turning related
items. Also, if you have any special relationships with vendors, try
and hit them up for goodies they
may be able to provide.
Again, we are asking for volunteers to assist during the demonstrations. Each room will be
staffed with 2 volunteers, one to
assist the demonstrator and the
other to run the video cameras. I f
you want a front row seat this
might get you closer to the action
than the rest of the attendees! We
also need some folks to be provide general set-up and clean-up
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assistance before, during and after
the symposium. Please contact
Charlie Putnam to offer a hand.
And remember that the TAW is
paying for 2 special lectures and
demonstrations by Alan Lacer.
These will be held on Friday and
are free for TAW members. I f
you have a friend who is not a
member, this is a chance for them
to become a member and take
advantage of this excellent opportunity. For those who can not
attend the symposium, this is a
chance to receive some benefit as
a club member. I f you or your
friends are not members yet, all
you have to do is pay $25 and you
become a member and get to see
Alan Lacer's lecture and demo what a great deal!
Here's A quick reminder of the
high points of this year's symposium.
- The dates are August 13-14.
- There will be a full day of lectures from Alan Lacer on the 12th
- The Banquet and Auction will be
on Saturday evening
- We will showcase 6 world class
wood turning artists
- We will host 4 different vendors
who will offer tools, wood, specialty accessories and more tools!
- We will accept donations of
turnings, tools and other items for
the auction!

Symposium Parking
Due to the fact that our symposium will be held during a quiet
time on the Belmont University
campus, there will be plenty of
parking available. The parking
lots beside the Lue Art Center as
well as the parking garage will
provide ample parking for all symposium attendees. We do ask that
you be aware that we do not have
reserved parking, so it is available
on a first come first served basis.

Symposium Dining
We are not planning to provide
snacks, lunchs or other food for
any function other than the banquet. So, please plan to bring
your own snacks. We will provide
bottled water and maybe sodas.
You may visit local restaurants
and convience stores to purchase
your own snacks and lunch. We
explored the options of providing
food, coffee and lunch, but the
cost was prohibitive. We hope
you understand our desire to keep
the cost of the symposium down
while providing the best opportunities possible.

Symposium Volunteers
Needed
Once again this year, Charlie
Putnam is in charge of running the
volunteers for the symposium.
This is a big task and only you can
make it a little easier on him!
Charlie is looking for people to be
involved in the set-up, videography, demonstrator assistants,
clean-up and roadies. So, if you
enjoyed these things in the past or
want to enjoy them again, you
know Charlie - go see him and
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sign-up! If you don't know
Charlie, ask anybody to point him
out to you. He will be happy to
meet you!

2006 Symposium
Committee
We are planning ahead and getting
our 2006 symposium up and running early! We want to make the
next one better than the last one
by being prepared for success!
We are seeking a few people to
assist in the process. This is not a
very time consuming venture - one
meeting a month and a few hours
of organizing and communicating.
I f you want to get involved and
help in this process, please see
David Sapp or Tom Greek at the
next meeting.

TAW Officer Nominations
The terms of the current slate of
TAW officers are ending in
September of 2005. This means
that we all need to nominate and
elect a whole new team of people
to carry on with the club organization and growth.
The TAW will be seeking individuals for President, Vice-President,
Treasurer and Secretary Newsletter Editor. Additionally, there will
be a need to nominate and elect 5
people to the position of Board
Member.
The club Officers are elected to 3
year terms and the Board positions
are for a 1 year term.
These positions are important and
help to ensure the continuity of the
club and that it remains a positive
influence on the membership and
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the general woodtuming community of Tennessee and beyond.
The process for electing new officers and board memebers is as follows: In July, a nominating committee will be assembled from the
membership. The nominations
will be announced at the September meeting with discussion and
motions for approval.
In October, the elections will be
conducted and the new Officers
and Board Members announced.
Please take part in this process!

People's Choice at the TAW
Symposium!
As we do every year, we are asking you to bring your pieces to
display in the Instant Gallery at
the Symposium. We will provide
you an opportunity to submit one
of your items for review and voting by all attendees. That is what
the People's Choice award is - the
attendees vote and the artist wins
$100! So bring your work and put
your best foot forward!

Free Friday with Alan
Lacer!
Remember, we are providing a
special lecture day with Alan
Lacer. He will be conducting 2
lectures on Friday from 9:0012:00 and again from 1:00-4:00.
This is a great opportunity, so plan
to take advantage of it!

Safety is more
important than getting finished quickly
so take your time!
August 2005
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JoHannes Michelsen
Johannes first turned wood as a ehild o f
10 and continued throughout his life on
an occasional basis. In 1977 he began to
,. -^^H
pursue the turned vessel as an art form.
|flH
His efforts were simple one-piece footed
and natural-edged bowls o f burl or
spaulted wood o f local origin, his work
progressed from these simple one-piece turnings into more
complicated vases constructed o f many elements with a
variety o f finishes.
Recently JoHannes has returned to one-piece turnings.
Only now they are not simple i
bowls, but hats. Hats that are
not only sculptural, but hats
that can be custom fitted, and
when they are, they are
extremely comfortable and
wearable. Weighing, depend- '
ing upon size, between 6 and 9 ounces. No more than
common hats. Due to their unique magnetism, they are
being sought by collectors and non collectors alike.

Roily Munro
1 am a sculptor/turner from New
Zealand. During July and August
2000 1 was an ITE resident at the
Woodtuming Center in the USA. Take
a look at examples o f my wood sculptures, and check out my range o f hollowing tools which are pivotal in the
creation o f my hollow forms. 1 travel frequently to
demonstrate to clubs, in various parts o f the world, and
also mn workshops from my home, to find out about this
refer to my workshops
page. 1 live in a beautiful coastal area on the
North Island's east coast,|
and as a result you may
notice that most o f my
works are inspired by
sea creatures o f various
types, and influenced by
Oceania.

Christian Burchard
Bom in Hamburg, Geimany in 1955,
Christian has been living in the
United States sincel978. Building on
a foundation laid by a furniture makers apprenticeship in Germany in the
middle seventies, he studied sculpture
and drawing first at the Museum
School in Boston and then at the
\
Emily Cart College of Art and Design
in Vancouver BC. In 1982 he and his wife, Micheline,
opened Cold Mountain Studio in Southern Oregon. His
early focus was on furniture and interiors, but gradually
shifted to woodtuming and sculpture, moving between
vessel oriented forms and sculptural turning. His work
has been included in most of the
major turning
related exhibits
of the last ten
years and is
exhibited widely
throughout the
US. His pieces

Alan has been involved in the tuming
field for over twenty years as a turner,
teacher, writer, exhibition coordinator,
demonstrator and past president o f the
American Association o f Woodturners.
His work has appeared in a number o f
regional and national shows and he has
been a regular instructor and demonstrator o f the crafthaving worked in over 35 states and 4 foreign countries.
His writings have covered technical aspects o f woodtuming, historical commentaries and tuming traditions in Japan
and Germany.

are part of many public and private collections.
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Demonstration Report
Jackie Potts - Natural Edge Bowls
We were treated to a very informative and broad
ranging demonstration by Jackie Potts at our July
meeting. He did more speaking than tuming, but we
got more out of that
than we would have
if we were to watch
chips fly for 1 hour!
Jackie discussed his
method of tuming a
natural edge bowl.
But that was not all
he dealt with in his
presentation.
^ a
Probably the best bitiBfc,
of wisdom he imparted was the idea of cutting the
wood along the grain vems cutting it across the
grain. He used an assistant from the audience to
show how an old country boy would wittle a hunk of
wood - you cut along the grain and not across it -

John Oxley was a good assist from the audience!
The key to tuming a side-grain, natural-edgebowl is
to cut the wood fibers from the side, along the grain.
This reduces the stress on the tool, the bowl blank
and the turner. When the stress is reduced, the bark
will be more likely to stay in place, ensuring a successfully made natural edge!
If the bark flies off, no problem! Just get some thin
CA glue and some bark off of a log, stick it on, tum
it true with the rest of the bowl and there you go an
easy repair! Jackie also told us that it is best to use
logs that were cut in the winter - January - for natural
edge bowls. The bark sticks better and the moisture
contecnt is lower than the spring and summer logs.
To make the colors of the green wood show their
best, it is a good idea to use your compressed air and
blow the moisture out before sanding. On woods
like Walnut, it is best to hand sand the sap wood to
aviod smearing the tannins across the wood and
mucking up the sap wood's bright white color. The
best local woods for natural edge bowls are Walnut,
Cherry, Osage Orange and some Maples. Thanks!

2005 Symposium Registration & Fees
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
Fees:
[]
[]
[]
[]

Email

Symposium Attendee (Includes Saturday Banquet)
Non-Attending Spouse (Banquet Only)
Youth (9-17 years of age) Free Symposium Attendance
Hands-On Class with C. Burchard or R. Munro

We also accept:

Make checks payable to:
Tennessee Association of Woodturners
PO Box #158296
Card type_
Nashville, TN 37215
Signature

The Tennessee Turner

$125.00
$ 30.00
$ 30.00 Banquet
$125.00 +Lab Fee $25.00

MCWisa/AMEX/Discover
Exp_

Card#
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Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Eighteenth Annual Symposium
August 12th - 14th, 2005
Friday, August 12th, 2005
Alan Lacer - Free Lecture/Demo 9:00-12:00 «fe 1:00-4:00
Registration from 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Saturday, August 13th, 2005
Registration from 6:00 am - 9:00 am

Symposium Opening in the Auditorium at 8:00 am
Time

Room 1
Clay Shop

Rotation # 1
8:30am-10:00am

Johannes M. Christian B.
Topic #1
Topic #1

Roily M.
Topic #1

John L.
Topic #1

Rotation # 2
10:30am-12:00pm

Johannes M. Christian B.
Topic #1
Topic #1

Pat M .
Topic #1

Alan L.
Topic #1

Room 2
Wood Shop

Room 3
Room 4
Classroom # Classroom #

Lunch 12 pm -1 pm
Rotation #3
l:00pm-2:30pm

Johannes M. John L.
Topic #1
Topic #2

Roily M.
Topic #1

Alan L.
Topic #1

Rotation # 4
3:00pm-4:30pm

PatM.
Topic #2

Roily M.
Topic #1

Alan L.
Topic #1

Christian B.
Topic #2

Auction/Banquet - 6:30 pm in the Grand Atrium

Sunday, August 14th, 2005
Time

Room 1
Clay Shop

Room 2
Wood Shop

Room 3
Room 4
Classroom # Classroom #

Rotation # 1
8:30am-10:00am

Johannes M . Christian B.
Topic #2
Topic #2

Roily M.
Topic #2

Alan L.
Topic #2

Rotation # 2
10:30am-12:00pm

Johaimes M. Christian B.
Topic #2
Topic #2

Roily M.
Topic #2

Alan L.
Topic #2

Lunch 12 pm -1 pm
Rotation #3
l:00pm-2:30pm

Johannes M. Christian B.
Topic #2
Topic #2
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Roily M.
Topic #2

Alan L.
Topic #2
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THE SPINDLE GOUGE
From the Tool Post
The 'traditional' turner's tool, the
spindle gouge is the workhorse of
all but the dedicated bowl turner and even most of those generally
have one or two in their tool bags.
Obviously, for spindle tuming,
such as chair legs, balusters and
the like, the spindle gouge is the
tool of choice. But as any experienced turner will tell you, they
also find ready use for facing cuts,
shallow hollowing, drilling, beading etc. and with a little judicious
regrinding can also make very
effective hollowing tools for boxmaking
Spindle gouges generally have
shallower flutes than bowl gouges
and are consequently, size for size,
not as rigid as bowl gouges,
reflecting the lower loads that they
have imposed upon them. This
shallow fluting allows good shaving clearance whilst the fingernail

profile to which these tools are
normally ground ensures that the
wings are well back from the
workpiece, allowing maximum
manoeuvrability in use.
Traditional gouges were forged
from flat stock but most current
designs are machined from bar
stock which leads to a more rigid
tool and allows small size versions
to be produced for use in tight
curves.
Spindle Gouges are gouges
machined from bar stock and used
for most types of spindle work.
It is interesting to observe how in
different cultures, different solutions have been adopted to similar
situations. This is seen in these
continental pattern spindle gouges
which, whilst superficially similar
to UK forged gouges are in fact
quite different in detail. This pattern of gouge is forged but with a
constant material thickness
throughout the cross-section.

resulting in great finesse in handling yet retaining high rigidity.
There's probably hardly a modem
tumer who doesn't re-grind their
spindle gouges into a fingemail
shape. (Perhaps better visualised
as a lady's fingemail shape). Yet
until now, every spindle gouge
produced has featured the traditional 'straight across' grind. I f
you have never created this shape
yourself and want a little guidance, then starting with one of
these examples will set you on the
right road. Remember, the key to
the fingemail grind is 'swing and
roll' compared with the standard
grind for which the action is simply 'roll'. Try it, you'll like it!

SHALLOW FLUTED GOUGE

Aivy.v«.An-.''-!.-
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July 2005 Meeting Minutes

Directions to Belmont University campus

The minutes for the June 5, 2005 meeting.

(In case you missed other meeting at our new site)

The meeting began at 7:00PM and was attended by
approximately 55 members and 2 visitors.

From 1-65: exit at the first exit, Wedgewood Avenue,
go (West) through two traffic lights. At the fifth traffic light, at 16th, tum left heading South. Tum left at
next traffic light onto 18th Ave. Go one block to the
stop sign and tum left onto Portland Ave. Tum left at
the next street. (The Athletes House Shop is on the
comer.) The Lou Center for the Arts is the first building on the left. Parking is available on both sides of
the building.

There were a good few items available for the raffel
with a total amount collected was $17.00!
The business part of the meeting was as follows:
Vice-President, David Sapp, presided over the meeting agenda. There were no items brought up for discussion and no votes required.
Remember that we are going to be electing new officers in the Fall and the nominations are to be discussed at the August meeting.
Ken Gaidos announced that he is collecting items for
the 2005 Christmas ornament sales drive, however he
wants to expand the list of things we have available
for sale by including small giftware items like boxes,
wine stoppers, nut bowls, pens, and other small turnings - Ken wants to make this the most successful
sales effort ever - so he needs your turned ornaments
and other small stuff to sell!
Mike Zinser announced the scholarship recipients.
Ray Sandusky spoke about Paul Tice's widow's
request for us to see if we would be interested in salvaging some of his wood. We may also want to
spread some of his partially finished items to members for them to finish and give back to the family.
Jackie Potts conducted the demonstration on Natural
Edge Bowls.

From 1-40 : Take 1-65 South and exit at the first exit,
Wedgewood Avenue, go (West) through two traffic
lights. At the fifth traffic light, at 16th, tum left heading South. Tum left at next traffic light onto 18th
Ave. Go one block to the stop sign and tum left onto
Portland Ave. Tum left at the next street. (The
Athletes House Shop is on the comer.) The Lou
Center for the Arts is the first building on the left.
Parking is available on both sides of the building.
From 1-24 East and West: Exit onto 1-440 West;
take 1-65 North exit at the first exit, Wedgewood
Avenue, go (West) through two traffic lights. At the
fifth traffic light, at 16th, tum left heading South.
Tum left at next traffic light onto 18th Ave. Go one
block to the stop sign and tum left onto Portland Ave.
Tum left at the next street. (The Athletes House Shop
is on the comer.) The Lou Center for the Arts is the
first building on the left. Parking is available on both
sides of the building.

Symposium Registration
You may turn in your regiatration for the symposium at the
August meeting or you may send
it in via mail to:
Tennessee Association of Woodturners
PO Box #158296
Nashvme,TN 37215

The Tennessee Turner
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Calendar of Events
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts - Gatlinburg, TN
August 7-13
Sculpture on the Lathe

Jack Slentz

John Campbell Folk School
Aug 14-20
Woodtuming from A to Z
Sept 4-10
Basic Woodtuming

David Hout
Dale L. Nish

TAW Symposium
August 13/14
At Belmont University Leu Center for the Arts
Alan Lacer, Christian Burchard, Johannes Michelson, Rolle Munro, Pat Matranga and John
Lucas

As Seen On the Internet
Compiledfromposts on the rec.crafts.woodtuming newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
QA am lookng into using dyes to enhance some qfmy turnings-what do Ineed to do?
A. I've been looking for ways to dye veneer - so this may help or not. Several sources have said that normal RIT dye for
fabric is OK to use on wood, it just takes longer. With veneer its fast. I quote "
Use a light fast salt-based fabric dye such as RIT or Dharma Powder, not liquid
Mix this with distilled water.
Put the veneer in a pan big enough to allow the veneerfloatfreely.
Heat the pan between 160-180 deg until color has completely penetrated
This could be several hours.
Check for penetration by feather cutting the wood
Use a light wood such as maple or anigre.
Afl:er full penetration, wash oflFthe veneer with cold water to to "Fix" the color.
Wipe off and dry between cauls, changing paper to dry the veneer."
Others at our tuming club have used RIT dye on large pieces so it does work. With veneer you want total penetraticsi, with
bowls just below the surface is enough.
India Ink or Analine Dyes have been suggested for black effects. Transtint dyes may be too costly for the coverage although
they do not fade.
Q. At what angle should I grind my spindle gouge?
A There is a great difference in how the various tool angles wiU behave. The greater the tool angle, the easier the tool is to
use, but the more it will tear rather than cleanly shear-cut the woodfibers.Sorby and others make their spindle gouges with
a 45-degree tool angle. This is a mild mannered tool that is a good starting point for the beginner. It is easier to control and
will leave a reasonable surface on most woods. As the tool angle is reduced, the tool becomes more "grabby" and it
becomes more difficult to control without it catching the wood The merits of the smaller angle is that it will make a cleaner
shearing cut, and can get into tighter places than the 45-degree angle. A 35-degree included angle is a good compromise
that most folks use after they have become familiar with the spindle gouge. The lesser tool angle will cut better and stay
sharp longer than the 45-degree factory grind I use a 25-degree tool angle because I can grind it sharper, it stays sharper
longer, and it will make a cleaner cut in softer wood than thicker tool angles.
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month at Belmont University
in Nashville, TN and periodically sponsors local exhibitions and
demonstrations as well as an annual symposium.

We meet the first Tuesday
of every month at 7:00pm
at the Leu Center fof the
Arts on the Belmont
University Campus in
Nashville. Below is a Map
to the Monthly Meeting
Location on the campus.

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
<C?'

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Deryl Duer
David Sapp
Tom Greek
Ray Sandusky
Jerry Prosise
Fred Takacs
David Collier
John Moss
John Lucas
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